Impaired spatial learning after hypergravity exposure in rats.
Most astronauts experience spatial disorientation after exposure to weightlessness, indicating that constant gravity is utilized as a stable external reference during spatial cognition. We attempted to elucidate the role of constant gravity in spatial learning using a radial arm maze test on rats housed in a hypergravity environment (HG) produced by a centrifuge device. Male Wistar rats were kept in 2G linear acceleration for 2 weeks before the spatial learning task, which lasted for 10 days. The control rats were placed close to the centrifuge device but not exposed to hypergravity. Spatial learning was evaluated by the accuracy and the re-entry rate, which were the rate of correct arm entries and the rate of entries into the arms that they had already visited, respectively. Locomotor activity was measured by number of entries per minute. The number of baits the animal took per minute was also measured. The results showed that accuracy was significantly inferior and the re-entry rate was significantly higher in the HG rats than in the controls, suggesting that animals use a constant gravity as a stable external reference in spatial learning. However, these differences disappeared at 5 days later, indicating that the HG rats learned the spatial task more rapidly than the controls. Locomotor activity was higher in the HG rats and there was no difference in number of baits per minute between the HG and control animals. In conclusion, if one sensory cue necessary for spatial cognition is disturbed by gravity change, animals can subsidize with other sensory cues such as proprioceptive and motor efference copy signals through increased locomotor activities.